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Refreshed and modernised, Momentus Hotel Alexandra is an upscale hotel located
at the heart of the Alexandra precinct of Singapore, and the flagship of

Momentus Hotel & Resorts.

Momentus Hotel Alexandra Singapore
The Best of Both Worlds and Exclusive Rates for Business and Leisure Travellers

I trust this message finds you well. The Traveller DMC is thrilled to announce our recent partnership with Momentus Hotel Alexandra, a 
4-star luxury property nestled within the heritage enclave of Queenstown, Singapore's first satellite town. We are delighted to offer 
our esteemed B2B partners like you exclusive rates for bookings, promising an exceptional value proposition for your clients.

Strategic Location for Business and Leisure
Located just outside the city centre, Momentus Hotel Alexandra offers a peaceful respite from the hustle of Singapore without sacrific-
ing easy access to the Central Business District. This strategic location allows your business travellers to enjoy the calm and charm of 
the heritage-rich Queenstown while still being within a short commute to their meetings or conferences.

For leisure travellers, the hotel's proximity to key attractions makes it an ideal base for exploring the city. In a mere 10-minute drive, 
your clients can indulge in retail therapy at Vivocity, Singapore's largest shopping mall, or embark on a fun-filled adventure in Sentosa, 
the city's premier island getaway .

Uncover Singapore's Cultural and Natural Gems
Beyond the immediate convenience, Momentus Hotel Alexandra is surrounded by a plethora of local attractions that offer a deep dive 
into Singapore's culture and nature. These include:

Kent Ridge Park: Where nature lovers can learn about Singapore's heritage and spot local fauna along the elevated canopy walk .
Gillman Barracks: A must-visit for art lovers, housing some of the finest contemporary art in colonial architecture .
Mount Faber: Offering wine, dine, and sightseeing options on Singapore's second-tallest peak, with a scenic cable car ride down to 
Sentosa .
Tiong Bahru: One of Singapore's oldest estates, now home to trendy cafes and eclectic shops, providing a delightful blend of the old 
and new .
Hort Park: Perfect for horticultural enthusiasts, offering nature walks and workshops to learn about local flora .
Luxurious Accommodations and First-Rate Facilities

Momentus Hotel Alexandra features classically-furnished rooms equipped with modern amenities that cater to every need - work, 
leisure, or a blend of both . The hotel's top-notch facilities, including a relaxing Club Lounge, a refreshing outdoor pool, a well-equipped 
gymnasium, and an exquisite restaurant & bar, ensure a memorable stay experience for your clients .

Exclusive Rates for You

We warmly invite you to leverage these exclusive rates for your clients at Momentus Hotel Alexandra. For booking inquiries and 
requests, our dedicated team at The Traveller DMC stands ready to assist with a seamless reservation process. We look forward to 
working closely with you and providing your clients with a unique and unforgettable Singapore experience!

The property features 442 guest rooms, Club rooms and suites, the Vanda Meeting Room,
a 24-hour gymnasium, and the elegant Momentum Club Lounge. On the lifestyle deck, 

guests will enjoy their time at the Verandah Rooftop Rotisserie, the Verandah Pool Bar & 
Grill, or a dip in the 25-metre-long infinity pool.

Located in proximity to the verdant beauty of the Southern Ridges, major business hubs, 
heritage enclaves, shopping belts, and a 20-minute drive from Changi International Airport, 

Momentus Hotel Alexandra is an ideal choice for business and leisure guests.

Contact us for Special Deals


